SNC June Minutes

Attendees:
Gay Koehler Sides - FDOH Alachua
Stacy Kirkpatrick- UF Health College of Medicine
Kace Kolegue-We Care
Wendy Resnick - UF Health Shands
Candice King - ACORN Clinic
Sarai Cabrera - AC Social Services
Robin Lewy-Rural Women’s Health Partnership
Lisa Chacko - UF CHFM/ACORN/CFR
Brendan Shortley-Helping Hands
Daisy Renteria - MOC
Kourtney Oliver- FDOH Alachua
Julie Gibson-UFCOM
James Grigg-MOC
Vicki Piazza-Healthstreet
Brendan Shortley-Pharmacy Project @ GRACE
● Harvey Rohlwing and pharmacists found a way to get meds to GRACE
● They have a license and special permission so they can be open only 20 hours not 40.
Provide low cost meds to clinics
● Get different medications that we all use that may have normally been very expensive
● Expect an average cost $2.50 for a 30 day supply
● For those of us that provide free or low cost meds for our pts this will make it more
affordable for the clinic
● ACORN will not fully participate in this since they are self-contained however the group
will try to get a pallet of free meds
● The clinics would prescribe and send them to pick up at GRACE

●

●
●

A later project is to get unused unopened meds from nursing/assisted living homes.
There are a few hoops to jump through but it can be done. Eventually keep those things
in this pharmacy.
Q: Who can use this clinic? At the moment there are contracts between clinics that want
to participate.
Don’t want to compete with other pharmacies.

Candice King-MyHealth Story
● It’s a pt portal want to have ability for people to access information (Shared community
portal)
● Bad news: each EHR has its own portal that not everyone can see those who participate
can see pt information. This would be good for WeCare so they can just look up the pt
● Current participants: ACORN, , Archer Family Medicine, WeCare, Meridian
● Would like to include ACHD, Helping hands, Rahma Mercy, UF COM and UF Shands
● If the pt has MyChart access you can look at MyChart from the pt. You won’t see
everything (like in a provider view) but it can still have a lot of information.
● Another issue is computer literacy in using this online portal.
● Currently there are students that go to pt bedside and get MyChart on phone.
● We can also expand this to health education groups and they can make referrals
through the portal
● Have Kendra come to present and give HIE update and see who should be at that
presentation-Kendra will be at July 21 meeting.
● Evaluations: Get more research on the group so that these types of projects are an
easier sell.
● Get a perspective of those who already use My Health Story in Marion county
● CTSI does have some pilot funding for new faculty,
● Need to also include the work of other social supports for pts (social workers, CHWs)
since some of our pts may not trust doctors and tell them everything. Focus more on pt
perspective
James Grigg
● Dr. Grigg will be going to New York. New director will be chosen soon
● Will be back at the beginning of August
● Went to summit and talked about tobacco and youth Public Goods Project (in New York)
does social media campaign with a focus on public health. Look for people who are
influencers for certain age, demo etc. put together influencers and it was clothing
designers, boxers etc. they were in their 20s and they got the m together and they were
asking them how they influence their target population. Went through different demos on
ways of using data for the various social medias and you can see who is in your area,
what they like etc. and we can use those marketing strategies.
Wendy ResnickMedical legal partnership

●
●

Start a medical legal program, UF Health is working on two ways one with Peds and
Elder Population. Jacksonville legal aid and Three Rivers already involved.
Three rivers with MOC they have gotten 178,000 worth of benefits

Update for other projects
● Home visit newborns (starts in august), childhood trainings initiatives, mental health for
parents. All of these projects for a future tax in 2018 that would generate 10 million
dollars to continue initiatives like this.
Gay Koehler-Sides-New App Proposal
● Represented EAC, has been to SNC, Arpan Parekh and interested in creating an app for
the group. With that has notifications, directory.
● He wants to come to present but it would be nice to have Dr. Guyer so that we ensure
do not duplicate work.
• Oral health coalition updateFrank Catalanotto-Trying to get legislation in oral health care, similar idea to ARNPs and
PAs but in dentistry. Done already in other states. they are called dental therapists. They
would only take the boards in the subjects that they have authority over. They are able to
be billed and they would help out in rural areas and in places where dentists don’t want
to practice
In the other states where it was approved and had bipartisan approval. They hope to get
this done in 3 years.
● Tony from Center for Independent Living is looking for someone to speak on the new
health changes with ACA
● By September ACHD will provide dental care
Wendy Resnick
● Community campaign and UF
● GNV4All one more meeting in June and reconvene in Sept. In phase 2 (action phase)
we have agreed that tobacco was a major issue. No fines for smoking in parks for 6
months. Working on the Tobacco 21 issue. June 26th Beholds high school meeting
Brendan Shortley
● Helping Hands going well, now that Brendan is director need a new Brendan.
● Met with Robin and help people get ID’s for immigrants.
● GRACE had its 3rd birthday party had former mayor silent auction etc.
● The amount of homeless people has decreased by 35%
Kourtney Oliver
● Healthiest weight, gear up for new plan and getting healthier environment on early,
hospitals etc.
● FL Healthy babies- great turnout and goes into part of the CHIP. Meetings are quarterly
Kace Kolegue

●

Staff changes for WeCare. Jessica Petterson does WeCare dental and looking for
someone to take over Jessica’s job. It will be a smooth transition since she already does
eligibility for dental

Vicki Piazza
● IFAS cooking class. One for everyone and the other for parents. There are also grocery
store tours
● Back on track recovery group
● Salsa dance class
Lisa Chacko
● UF Putting Families First- send them families over and screen family. Will send out flyer
for the service.
● Primary care progress is a national group and UF started a chapter. They may reach out
to community groups for projects. Perhaps they can help with HIE evaluation or a
number of other projects.
Sarai Cabrera
National county RX prescription cards Can use it for dogs and cats it sends money back
into the communities. Please use them so we can get money back into the community.
Robin Lewy
● Completing Levy county social service guide and there are Marion county guides also
(printed only)
● Have seen ICE around SF College. they are here in town. Be Careful if pts do not show
up to appointments. Have a text system and interesting in being notified about sightings.
How to report if you see border patrol.
● In January contingency planning and have trained over 1000 people to teach people
rights. With new executive order many of the rights are gone
● Looking at making a community ID to help people have identification. Sheriff very
supportive. Letting put signage into the jail so that undocumented people know their
rights. Find a way so that when people show up to clinics we can have a name and
address. And this would be for all people to eventually have.
● If ICE comes out to clinic starts asking questions you can start to record them.
● Robin is willing to do a presentation on rights

